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CHAPTER
ONE

INTRODUCTION

As cities across the country are attracting
millions of residents again, the center of
this sweeping urban renaissance are newly
revitalized parks. They are not only safe and
beautiful, but also serve as green engines
to help address nearly every critical urban
need from health to housing, to education and
environmental justice, and countering sprawl to
combating crime (City Parks Alliance).
INTRODUCTION
PROJECT SIGNIFICANCE
Marion County currently has 207 parks; with
only a few being true destination points. These
parks are underutilized and, in some cases, seen
as detrimental to the surrounding communities due
to high crime potential, little to no maintenance,
and a lack of public facilities. Garfield Park, in
particular, has enormous potential to become a

grand destination, given its proximity to the downtown core of Indianapolis, its
connection to existing trails, its history as the first public park in Indianapolis, and its
vast natural open space and existing amenities. The park and neighborhood have
suffered from economic downturn and loss of residents. The concept of creating an
alternative recreation/leisure space on par with the Canal Walk, White River State Park,
and the Indianapolis Cultural Trail, would give current and future residents additional
opportunities for enjoying outdoor social space, additional options for living close to the
downtown core, and economic opportunities for upstart businesses and employment.
This revitalization effort can be concentrated into the ‘fringe’ area of Garfield Park – the
belt of space around the park where the neighborhood and park interact and merge.
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The project identifies potential gateway points, and suggests design solutions
that will aid in the fostering of essential connections to the wider Indianapolis
community, including the Indianapolis Cultural Trail. The primary focus is on the fringe
of Garfield Park – the belt where neighborhood transitions to park – and the project
reimagines how these spaces can benefit both the private and public realms as they
form stronger partnerships in the future. It endeavors to establish desired future design
characteristics, aesthetic characteristics, spatial patterns and dimensions for a redesigned community/park interface as well as preferred activities and program elements
that can mutually benefit and synergistically enhance the performance and purposes
of the adjacent community and the park facility. Through this project, Garfield Park
has the opportunity to become a model for urban park redesign as it applies to the
encouragement of revitalization goals for surrounding communities.

DEFINITION OF PROBLEM + SUBPROBLEMS
Main Problem
The character and culture (i.e. identity) of an urban neighborhood is defined
by the people who live in that space, their understanding of the relationships that
their space has to the spaces around it, and the physical representation of that
understanding. This project aims to discover what cooperative community and park
redesign/redevelopment opportunities, including aesthetic design characteristics and
programming of activity nodes, could aid in forming strong partnerships between the
two adjacent entities and promote a mutually beneficial and synergistic enhancement of
the performance and purpose of the park facility and community. Additionally, it will aim
to turn the notion of a traditional park inside-out - focusing on the edges of the park for
activity, rather than the center of the park as has been tradition.
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Sub-problems
Identify which specific landscape architecture design principles can be applied to a
redesign of an urban park, encouraging revitalization goals appropriate to the
surrounding communities.
There are a variety of design principles within Landscape Architecture that
can be applied to the stimulation of neighborhood revitalization goals. The principles
of safe streets or rightsizing streets are applied to this project to promote multimodal
transportation and pedestrian-friendly streets. The principle of a “green framework” is
applied to include the site in a network of streets, parks, trails and public spaces that
interconnect and are woven throughout a particular area (in this case the downtown
core and near southeast neighborhoods of Indianapolis.) Finally, the principle of multiuse spaces is of particular importance to the site, as the fringe area around the park
will consists of small nodes of activity and public space that will become part of the
aforementioned “green framework.”
Draw upon the historic character of Garfield Park to influence design interventions within
the target area (the “fringe”) in the park and surrounding neighborhood.
Garfield Park has a varied and long history, being the oldest public park in
Indianapolis. One of the most prominent features are the many stone bridges that were
constructed to allow pedestrian and carriage (and later motor vehicle) access through
the park and over the meandering Bean Creek. The park also once boasted grand
entrances to the park in the form of stone and brick columns. Within the park the iconic
Asian-style Pagoda shelter, military monuments, the historic MacAllister Amphitheatre
and the beautifully designed Sunken Garden and Conservatory add to the historic
character of the site. The surrounding community architecture reflects the early 20th
century bungalow-belt style. Bungalow style houses have roots in Bengal, India, where
houses belonging to English officers during the days of the British Empire (the late 19th
century) were one story high and included tile or thatched roofs and wide, covered
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porches or verandas. (“Bungalow Architecture of the 20th Century”). The houses
surrounding the park are also situated on elevated lawns so as to enhance to view of
the park across the street. This was a common practice for neighborhoods facing parks
in the early 20th century. Drawing upon these historic elements, the project has paid
homage to the diverse history of the site, while moving it into the current culture and
social atmosphere.
Utilize elements of the Indianapolis Cultural Trail to draw out some of the economic and
social benefits that it has brought to the communities it passes through, into the Garfield
Park fringe area.
The Indianapolis Cultural trail includes unique paving patterns to designate
different modes of transportation, clear signage and iconography for wayfinding,
integrated stormwater management, local artist installations and increased public
seating and gathering spaces. These elements have been highly successful in
encouraging social and economic growth in the areas surrounding the trail and have
been utilized in the design of the Garfield Park fringe to draw upon these benefits as
well as help to unify these areas into a larger framework.
Identify the best opportunities for periphial connections with the target neighborhood.
Identify what physical connections are important to the community and how these
connections can be made more visible and accessible to the users.
This sub-problem is addressed through observation, informal conversation with
park users and community leaders, and attendance of community events. Analysis of
maps, transportation routes, current conditions, and census data have been additionally
helpful in the identification of these important connections and possible gateway
locations. Newspaper articles that identify potential problems and suggestions for
solutions were consulted as well, giving a broader view into areas that require special
consideration for intervention.
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ASSUMPTIONS + DELIMITATIONS
Assumptions
It is assumed that the Garfield Park neighborhood is an ideal target for this
project as it has suffered from the recent economic downturn and is in a state
of mild deterioration. It is also assumed that the community that makes up the
neighborhood would desire and benefit from revitalization efforts. In June of
2014, the neighborhood hosted a “Better Blocks” festival. Better Blocks is a
nation-wide community-driven project that creates temporary redesigns of a key
area within a neighborhood – this “pop-up” transformation demonstrates the
changes that residents and community members would like to see in order to
create a vibrant neighborhood center.
It is assumed that by extending the protected bike lane that completes the
southern spur of the Indianapolis Cultural Trail (terminating one mile north of the
neighborhood boundary) through the Garfield Park neighborhood to the South
Madison commercial district, this would catalyze positive economic and cultural
growth in the target area.
It is assumed that the zoning for the small commercial strip along the Shelby
Street corridor is appropriate for commercial development.
It is assumed that the Indianapolis Cultural Trail has brought aspects of economic
and cultural prosperity to the neighborhoods that border it, and can provide
important lessons and examples of landscape architecture principles that can be
applied to this project, as evidenced through news reports and journal articles.
It is assumed that the Department of Parks and Recreation for the City of
Indianapolis would allow the leasing of kiosks and space to outside entities for
commercial purposes.
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It is assumed that the Department of Parks & Recreation for the City of
Indianapolis would be willing to take on a redesign of this piece of property and
that the City of Indianapolis would allow for a redesign in the ROW.
Delimitations
This project will focus on an urban revitalization effort at the urban park and
community scale. Constraints on time will limit the depth of social analysis and
research, and will also limit the focus on the connections to the surrounding
metropolitan community. For instance, the bus stops in the neighborhood can be
addressed as a portion of the neighborhood identity manifestation. However, the
greater issues of public transportation within the City of Indianapolis will not be
addressed.
A large-scale study of the positive and negative impacts of the Indianapolis
Cultural Trail will not be completed, as a study of this nature would be too
time consuming for the purpose of this project. However, these factors are a
key element of this project, and will require some inquiry into this subject via
conversations with the Landscape Architects of record and review of written
material concerning the trail.
Strategies for economic growth within the neighborhood will be limited to physical
interventions within the identified fringe area around the park as well as the
chosen corridor and gateway areas, with only suggestions of further opportunities
in the outlying areas.
A strategic economic plan would fall outside the scope of this project.
Programming development, funding opportunities, and political intricacies within
the Department of Parks & Recreation will not be addressed in this project,
aside from making suggestions for possible programming and use of the newly
redesigned spaces.
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METHODOLOGY
Case Studies
There have been numerous projects that have proven to be relevant to the type
of project that is being proposed here. These include, but are not limited to, public park
revitalizations, streetscape projects, urban and community trails and greenways and
neighborhood revitalization projects. The elements that are most relevant in the case
studies that are included in this project research are:
Economic impacts of streetscape projects and urban greenways
Social and economic impacts of revitalizing urban public parks
Social impacts of creating walkable streets
Importance of public participation and community involvement in neighborhood
revitalization efforts
Importance of historic preservation in urban neighborhoods and urban public
space
Design interventions that are relevant for an urban neighborhood park as well as
for stimulating revitalization efforts in the surrounding community.

Analysis of Census Data, News Reports and Maps
Census data, news reports and GIS maps from the City of Indianapolis website
were collected and analyzed as they pertained to the Garfield Park community. The
data can be found in Appdx. A-B and further discussion of the findings can be found in
Chapter 3: Site Inventory & Analysis (pg 29).

Informal Conversations with Park Users and Community Figures – Gathering Clues on
Community Opinions, Issues, and Goals
I attended multiple community events and spoke with community members about their
neighborhood and park, taking notes in a journal to gain insider viewpoints. I also met
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with a few local community leaders and partners, asking a series of informal interview
questions. These questions were sent to members of the Friends of Garfield Park,
the Garfield Park Neighbors Association, The Garfield Park South Neighborhood
Association, the Garfield Park general manager, the manager of the Garfield Park
Conservatory, The Southeast Neighborhood Development Organization, and the
Garfield Shakespeare Company. A copy of the interview questions can be found in
Appdx. C.

Design Synthesis
The design of the Garfield Park fringe will synthesize all of the preceding data
and information into a final, comprehensive package. This final stage began with a
thorough site analysis based upon the collected site inventory. Once completed, the
goals and objectives of the project were established, forming the site program. This
program informed the design process, as it ascertained the need for particular activity
nodes, connectors and gateways. Opportunities for development and, in contrast, for
conservation or preservation became apparent and were used as guideposts during
design.
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PROJECT SIGNIFICANCE
Urban parks, like Garfield Park, are

CHAPTER
TWO

EXPLORATION
OF TOPICS

EXPLORATION OF TOPICS + CASE STUDIES

vitally important to the social, environmental
and ecological health of the city they belong to.
According to the City Parks Alliance, “As cities
across the country are attracting millions of
residents again, the center of this sweeping urban
renaissance are newly revitalized parks. They
are not only safe and beautiful, but also serve as
green engines to help address nearly every critical
urban need from health to housing, to education
and environmental justice, and countering sprawl
to combating crime” (“Why Urban Parks Matter”).
Marion County currently has 207 public parks, with

only a few being true destination points. These parks are underutilized and, in some
cases, seen as detrimental to the surrounding communities due to high crime potential,
deterioration, and a lack of public facilities. “Parks add value to neighborhoods, but
neighborhoods also add value to parks, so the development of the two must go hand in
hand” (Harnik 2).
Garfield Park has suffered from a negative stigma, yet has enormous potential
to become a grand destination on par with the White River Canal Walk and State Park
in downtown Indianapolis – given its history as the first public park in Indianapolis, and
its vast, natural open space and existing amenities. Jane Jacobs, a prominent urbanist,
recognized the challenge that the urban park faces in modern society:
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Parks are volatile places. They tend to run to extremes
of popularity and unpopularity. Their behavior is far from
simple. They can be delightful features of city districts, and
economic assets to their surroundings as well, but pitifully
few are. They can grow more beloved and valuable with the
years, but pitifully few show this staying power. For every
Rittenhouse Square in Philadelphia, or Rockefeller Plaza
or Washington Square in New York, or Boston Common,
or their loved equivalents in other cities, there are dozens
of dispirited city vacuums called parks, eaten around with
decay, little used, unloved (Harnik 6).
With modern distractions and rivalry from big name restaurants, large shopping centers,
home entertainment systems, vast physical fitness centers, as well as large private
backyards, the urban park has many obstacles when it comes to drawing users.
So how can a park, in particular the spaces of a park that border the communities
around it, compete with these distractions? How can a park draw people away
from televisions and computers and get them outside to exercise, eat, enjoy live
entertainment, or talk to their neighbors? Parks can, and have, achieved this. Parks
are the original venue for live entertainment, be it through a planned or spontaneous
event. “Live music of all sorts, with or without a fee, gives a park an edge over almost
any venue, especially the average home. Theatre, dance, art exhibits, craft-making, and
even nighttime movies and sunrise exercises can all deliver the kind of buzz that makes
a park a neighborhood’s leading attractions rather than its pathetic backwater” (Harnik
36). The park must include spaces that readily accept programming for such activities
and entertainment. There is, of course, value to conserving open, natural space that has
been set aside in an urban context; however there is no reason to believe that the two
types of spaces cannot coexist successfully.
This review of literature aims to answer these questions through the exploration
of key topics: Design principles of “safe streets,” “green framework,” and “palimpsest;”
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the social and economic lessons from the Indianapolis Cultural Trail; and ideas about
urban parks and community connections - including “spatial porosity,” “triangulation,”
“landscape identity,” “placemaking,” and “operative landscapes.”

DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Safe Streets
When the public space that makes up a transportation corridor – i.e. the
sidewalk, trails, bike lanes, etc. – are safe, esthetically pleasing, and functional for a
variety of uses, more people will use these spaces. Portland, Oregon’s Creating Livable
Streets: Street Design Guidelines for 2040 states:
A safe environment minimizes exposure to vehicle accidents and other
hazards, and contributes to livability by enhancing people’s sense of
comfort and giving them freedom to choose to walk and bicycle without
any danger. Creating a safe environment requires controlling negative
impacts of traffic, pollution, crime and other undesirable impacts. A safe
environment also supports people choosing an alternative to the
automobile and fosters public social contact (7).
There are many bus stops along the main roads through the Garfield Park
neighborhood, offering public transit as an alternative to driving. However, there is only
one bus stop along this edge that includes any sort of seating. Most of the stops consist
of a sign and perhaps a trash can. Also, the sidewalks are narrow, in disrepair, and do
not offer the opportunity for uses other than walking from one place to another. Not only
is there no bus stop seating, there is an absence of any type of seating along this edge.
A case study of a neighborhood revitalization project in Boston can help shed
some light on methods that can be employed in the Garfield Park neighborhood. This
particular project began as a grassroots movement and has spread rapidly to the realm
of the local government. Included here is the principle of public participation, which
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informs design, as well as the idea of safe streets. Residents came together and formed
the Codman Square Neighborhood Development Corporation, which created a ten-year
plan for converting small, publicly owned vacant lots scattered around the area into
green space. These spaces were made accessible to residents and visitors and would
later become an important amenity for the community and local economy. (Benfield).
Community planning meetings allowed neighbors to have a voice in what they would
like to see become the next steps for the neighborhood rejuvenation efforts. The plan
uses the idea of safe streets, where the focus is not only on new shops and living
spaces, but also includes “tree-lined sidewalks buffered from traffic by on-street parking;
textured crosswalks to signal pedestrian-priority space, textured street surface to calm
traffic; and architectural definition that creates a sense of place” (Benfield). The street
edges become spaces for people to be, not just to pass through.
The principle of safe streets can also be referred to as rightsizing streets –
“the process of reallocating a street’s space to better serve its full range of users”
(Rightsizing). The process must be sensitive to the needs of the individuals using both
the vehicular lanes and the pedestrian and bicycle lanes. It must take into consideration
the needs of the surrounding community. Families and older adults may prefer to
walk along quieter streets, where they feel traffic has been slowed and motorists are
more aware of individuals traveling by foot or bicycle. The Project for Public Spaces
organization has created typical goals and strategies for the rightsizing of streets. “By
improving safety, especially for people walking or biking, and by increasing space
devoted to people, rightsizing projects cause vehicles to slow down and people to spend
more time outside on the street. This is great for people who live in the street’s vicinity,
businesses that line it, and those that travel through it” (Rightsizing). Typically, and most
commonly, rightsizing occurs with a four-lane street, where one lane is removed to allow
for the widening of the pedestrian and bicycle zone, or to add on-street parking. This
also helps to calm traffic and reduce speeds. “Traffic calming improves safety by
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reducing dangerous driving speeds and movements. … Over 80% of pedestrians hit
by vehicles traveling 40 miles per hour die, compared to less than 10% that are hit by
vehicles traveling 20 miles per hour” (Rightsizing).

Green Framework
A network of streets, parks, trails and public spaces that interconnect and are
woven throughout an area such as a city is referred to as a “green framework.” This
network not only provides a physical connection for transportation, but it also serves to
clean and heal the environment and helps to foster a sense of pride and stewardship
throughout the city. This can come in the form of a parks and parkway system, like the
Kessler Parks & Boulevards system in Indianapolis, as well as in the form of a series of
connected greenways, such as the Indianapolis Cultural Trail, Monon Trail, and other
various greenways throughout Indianapolis that are featured in the new Indianapolis
Greenways Master Plan (Indy Greenways Master Plan.)
A key feature here is the integration of green infrastructure such as natural water
filtration and stormwater management. The Northside Plan in St. Louis includes these
three principles:
Green Framework – integrate green space throughout and
provide accessible, pleasant public places, as well as on-site
water filtration and flood mitigation; Transit Network – design
a safe transportation system that encourages walking, biking
and mass transit and connects residential, commercial and
retail areas; and Healthy Community – foster a safe, healthy
and integrated community that embodies the aspiration of
both current and future residents (Moutaud 76, 78).

While Indianapolis also has some of these principles applied, the Garfield Park
Neighborhood sits just on the edge of the greenway system and has not yet been
included in these networks. The Indianapolis Greenways Master Plan will strive to
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connect the trails through Garfield Park to nearby trails and amenities, further increasing
the importance of this regional park. The new proposed trails will connect the southern
edge of Garfield Park to the White River greenway system, effectively linking the entire
greenway system thorugh the north, west and east sides of Indianapolis. It will be a
continuous trail system connecting many areas of Indianapolis to the downtown core
and the amenities that are provided there. (Indy Greenways 90).

Multi-Use Spaces
The principle of multi-use spaces is of particular importance to this project. As
mentioned earlier, the sidewalks in the Garfield Park Neighborhood do not offer space
or functionally for uses much beyond walking. Pedestrians do not have places to stop,
rest, watch what is going on in the street zone, socialize, etc.
Design for physical comfort is fundamental to livability.
It requires attention to human sensory experience. If an
environment is physically uncomfortable and unattractive,
people will choose to travel by car or choose to do only
those outdoor activities that are absolutely necessary. Other
desirable activities that create pedestrian places, such as
window shopping, will not take place. Providing physical
comfort requires considering temperature, wind, rain, sun
and shade for human comfort. It also requires considering
nuisances such as traffic, noise and pollution (Creating
Livable Streets 7).

While Garfield Park itself sits in the center of the neighborhood and provides ample
opportunity for these sorts of social spaces, the surrounding public spaces do not
lend themselves to these uses and are largely ignored by the public. However, people
do walk these streets, and creating safe, comfortable and livable streets should be a
priority.
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Palimpsest
Garfield Park is the second largest and oldest public park in Indianapolis. The
varied and long history of the park includes its use as a racetrack and a temporary zoo.
Numerous small stone bridges cross the meandering Bean Creek, remnants of the
stone and brick historic entrances grace the street edges along Shelby and Southern
Streets, and the grand sunken garden serves as a major focal point near the east
entrance. In the three years that I worked in the park, countless visitors would come in
and share their stories of public dances in the Asian-style Pagoda shelter on the hill; of
coming to swim in the outdoor, Olympic-size pool that is now a parking lot; of wading
through the now dangerously polluted Bean Creek to hunt crayfish or treasures; or of
their wedding in the Sunken Garden. Aside from the well-documented history of the
park, there is a rich social and cultural history that lies beneath the surface. It is equally
important, if not more so, than the written history. The practice of reusing or altering
something but still leaving visible traces of its earlier form is referred to as palimpsest,
and this practice can be utilized in Garfield Park and the fringe. “When sites have rich
legacies, which are maintained even just as traces, and relayed as part of the designed
project’s narrative, the spaces can act to preserve and educate about cultural features”
(North 28).
One case study provides some insight into how the history and character of a
particular place can be drawn upon to revive the culture and economy. Randy Hester
describes the process of working with the residents of a small coastal community,
listening to their concerns and stories, and then creating a plan that not only provides
the revitalization that they require, but the preservation of their most important places
– their Sacred Structure. Hester defines this term: “Those places – buildings, outdoor
spaces, and landscapes – that exemplify, typify, reinforce, and perhaps even extol the
everyday life patterns and special rituals of community life, places that have become so
essential to the lives of the residents through use or symbolism that the community
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collectively identifies with the places” (15).
Hester describes how he and his team helped the residents to identify and
preserve their valued lifestyle and landscapes. The important social patterns and their
interlinked spaces were termed Sacred Structure and are what inspired the new plan
and revitalization efforts. Hester writes about his method to discover and bring out this
sacred structure and then apply it: “we undertook the task of finding out precisely what
life-style and landscape features were essential to the continued functioning of the
town’s culture” (11). They conducted a survey based on broad community concerns
and found that the resident’s affection for certain places came up more frequently than
expected. These places represented “home” or the roots of the residents, and held very
strong attachments for them. Behavior mapping followed the surveys. The team was
able to identify the activity patterns in the daily lives of the residents – things that people
did without even thinking about doing them. “The result was a community development
plan that permitted the town to benefit from tourism and at the same time protect fragile
local, place-related social institutions from tourist encroachment” (Hester 18).
By drawing upon the past uses of the land that makes up Garfield Park, a layer
of richness can be inserted into the new design interventions along the fringe. The park
once housed a zoo, and drew children and adults alike to see the exotic animals and
walk the grounds. One of the original uses of the park was a horse racing track. In the
early 1900’s Pleasant Run Creek was partially dammed to create a swimming pond in
the park, and the large central parking lot for the Garfield Park Arts Center was originally
the site for an outdoor Olympic-sized swimming pool. Parks around the world show
evidence of their varied histories, visible in the organization of their walking paths or
in the reuse of historic structures for modern-day visitors and their desires. “The new
landscape layer is added to transform the community and as a complement to its new
purpose. These types of communities have rich histories that remain legible, with the
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new landscape as another layer of the site’s narrative” (North 26). Prior to 1766, the
Vienna Prater in Vienna, Austria, was a privately-held hunting ground, strictly forbidden
to the public to deter poachers. After this time, it was increasingly being used as
parkland by the public until, in 1920, hunting completely ceased and the land was fully
dedicated to public use. Today, the main roads and walkways trace the main paths that
made up the hunting circuit, and the Lusthaus, once the imperial hunting pavilion, is
now a public restaurant (North 26).

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL LESSONS FROM THE INDIANAPOLIS CULTURAL TRAIL

The Indianapolis Cultural Trail (ICT) is an innovative pedestrian and bicycle
path that extends for eight miles in a loop around the central portion of downtown
Indianapolis. It connects to the cultural districts, entertainment venues, and historic
sites. The design includes paving patterns that designate lanes for pedestrians,
bicyclists, and vehicular traffic; new and clear signage; bioswales for stormwater
management; and art installations. “Continuity is key. Because the Cultural Trail
insinuates itself into diverse environments – narrow rights-of-way, parks, a university
campus – the consistent signage and pavement surface are necessary to make it a
single element in the city” (Arvidson 56). The ICT has brought an influx of people back
to the downtown area. Mark Zwoyer, Deputy Project Manager of the ICT, says, “It draws
people back to downtown. It gets people out of their cars. It get people participating just
in street life” (Schmitt). The ICT is not just for connecting culture. Carole Terry, President
of the Central Indiana Bicycle Association says, “People are commuting to work. They’re
running errands on their bicycles. People are doing lots of leisure rides. They’re riding to
dinner, to get coffee with friends, riding to lunch” (Schmitt).
The inclusion of the ICT in near-downtown neighborhoods has brought a level of
increased prosperity to these areas. In particular, the Fletcher Place and Fountain
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Square neighborhoods have enjoyed an increase in new businesses and cultural
events. Jamison Hutchins, Bicycle and Pedestrian Coordinator for the City
of Indianapolis, talks about a stretch of the trail just inside the Fletcher Place
neighborhood, “All of this development right here, this used to be a brownfield, a vacant
lot. These two abandoned buildings down here are now full with businesses that have
actually both expanded in the two years they’ve been here” (Schmitt). Local business
owner, Charlie McIntosh, of Amelia’s Bakery, says, “I feel like the completion of the trail
has helped Fletcher Place, Holy Rosary, Fountain Square, have really taken off in the
last year [sic]. It gives it a more of a neighborhood/city feel, which Indianapolis lacks in a
lot of areas, but the trail has helped tremendously” (Schmitt). The benefits of the trail are
not only social and economic. Safety and green infrastructure are key components.
The project adds more than 500 new trees and creates
five acres of pervious area on land that was previously
paved. Flanking the trails are 25,000 square feet of curbside
stormwater management facilities, which treat four million
gallons of rainwater annually. Sixty roadway intersections …
were rebuilt with clear non-motorized pathways, pedestrian
signals, and even the elimination of some turning options
for cars, thereby reducing the number of lanes walkers and
bicyclists have to cross (Arvidson 54).
An element of safety has come about as a result of the ICT running through
neighborhoods like Fletcher Place and Fountain Square. This can, at least in part, be
attributed to what Jane Jacobs terms eyes on the street. This concept asserts that the
more attractive a space is for users, the more people will use the space – and the more
people who occupy a space, the more they feel safe and secure in that place. “The
safety of the street works best, most casually, and with least frequent taint of hostility or
suspicion precisely where people are using and most enjoying the city streets voluntarily
and are the least conscious, normally, that they are policing” (Jacobs 23). This comes
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about from stores and public access spaces being present along a street or pedestrian
pathway, especially those that are accessible after dark. This includes places to stop,
sit, and watch the activity on the street – an enjoyable pastime for many people.
…the sidewalk must have users on it fairly continuously,
both to add to the number of effective eyes on the street and
to induce the people in building along the street to watch
the sidewalks in sufficient numbers. Nobody enjoys sitting
on a stoop or looking out a window at an empty street.
Almost nobody does such a thing. Large numbers of people
entertain themselves, off and on, by watching street activity
(Jacobs 22).
Eyes on the street is an important concept both on public streets and in public spaces
like urban parks. The more people who are present to witness activity, the safer the
space will be.
Many of the elements that are included in the ICT, can be found in Portland,
Oregon’s book entitled Creating Livable Streets: Street Design Guidelines for 2040.
“The design guidelines in this handbook focus on a broader set of design classifications
that support the 2040 growth concept, linking design of streets to multi-modal street
functions, community livability and economic vitality” (1). The handbook illustrates how
streets can be retrofitted and upgraded with pedestrian-oriented amenities to promote
walking, bicycling, and transit use. Many areas of the cultural trail allow for room for
public gatherings, larger group outings, and social event spaces. People can sit and
watch street life happening. This type of social contact, in a public setting, shapes
personal identity and influences behavior. “Creating street environments where people
have the opportunity to formally organize, such as for a public outdoor market or
festival, or informally gather, such as to pursue recreational, leisure or social activity, are
both necessary and desirable” (Creating Livable Streets 6).
As mentioned previously, an important element of the ICT is the stormwater
management via rain gardens that are incorporated into the entire trail. “The land in
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the right-of-way is now seen as a resource for handling rainwater, keeping it out of the
sewer system by capturing, infiltrating, or transpiring water. Streetscapes are beginning
to be seen as opportunities to restore habitat and clean the air” (Bain 39). This has
been seen as an expensive solution, and many streetscape designs have opted out
of this sort of green infrastructure. In reality, natural drainage systems are not always
more expensive, and in some cases are more affordable, especially given the longterm benefits. More and more cities are coming to the realization that the life span of
below-grade, traditional systems can be expanded when natural processes are utilized.
The repair of the traditional systems can be overly costly and expansion of these is
time consuming and disruptive. “Traditional systems are very expensive, and green
stormwater infrastructure is looking increasingly attractive to municipalities that are short
on funding” (Bain 45). These streetscapes, like the ICT, are excellent and appropriate
locations for swales and rain gardens. Not only do they serve the vital purpose of
infiltrating and cleaning the runoff from the streets, but also they provide beautiful and
comforting green spaces that then to remain lush and green, even in drier periods of
time. The swales that line the ICT look healthier than other plantings along the city
streets, all summer long.
The ICT has provided many lessons and examples that can be drawn upon
and expanded upon. The trail ends just about a quarter-mile from the Garfield Park
neighborhood and connects to the Pleasant Run Trail, which runs to the heart of
Garfield Park. However, by borrowing some elements of the trail, perhaps some of the
social and economic benefits can influence new revitalization goals for the Garfield Park
neighborhood.
Greenways potentially contribute to harmony with nature
by providing ecological benefits such as habitat, carbon
sequestration, and mitigation of stormwater runoff; to
local or place-based economies by providing recreational
opportunities, enhancing property values, and creating
opportunities for economic development; and to greater
equity by improving access to neighborhoods and
community facilities” (Lindsey 167).
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The Indianapolis Greenways Master Plan points out that properly placed trails and
greenways in urban conditions, with well-routed connections, can have significant
impact on the economic health of the communities adjacent to the greenway. “Parks,
open space and greenway systems work collectively to elevate quality of life – and
the by-product of this connectivity is community stability and economic growth” (Indy
Greenways).

URBAN PARKS AND COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS
Spatial Porosity
When considering potential locations for interventions in the Garfield Park fringe,
the concept of spatial porosity can be applied. Spatial porosity is defined as: “Defying
any clear demarcation, spaces are separated and simultaneously connected by porous
boundaries, through which everyday life takes form in mutually dependent public
performances” (Thwaites 115). Long, linear spaces are geared toward traffic flow,
moving people in a specified direction toward a distant point. These spaces do not offer
the opportunity to pause in, interact with or occupy the space and other users within
the space. As the programming of a space intensifies, so does the spatial porosity –
and therefore the directional forces moving people through lessen, allowing for greater
opportunity for stationary activities to take place. Thus a good intervention will have
spatial porosity, enclosure, transparency and permeability (perforated boundaries.)
“These tend to be associated with forms of urban structure that deliver a clear sense
of proximity, or ‘here’, but which have sufficient open-ness to provide sensory and/or
physical accessibility through to adjacent realms, or ‘there’” (Thwaites 117).

Triangulation
A vibrant community connects to those around it through dynamic gateway
points. Just as important are the connections within the community, and the nodes of
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activity along these connections. Facilities that bring people together, that attract
residents and visitors include stores, parks, plazas, and civic service buildings, along
with spaces for leisure activities. These facilities and spaces are most successful when
clustered in nodes, increasing the chances for interaction among the participants.
(Brower 117). Additionally, increasing the chance for interaction can be achieved
through what urban researcher, William H. Whyte, termed triangulation. This is a
phenomenon “in which an activity or artwork provides the excuse for strangers to talk.
Artworks that prompt people to play, such an interactive fountains, are particularly
effective at triangulation” (Childs 48). These triangulation nodes can not only provide
opportunities for interaction, but can also play important wayfinding roles along
connection routes or corridors and at gateways. “Studies show that most of the time
people hang out at the edges of public spaces, taking the role of audience members
watching the flow of pedestrians or activities in the center of the space. Therefore,
creating good places to socialize, such as street cafes, along the edges of plazas,
streets, and other public spaces is critical” (Childs 46).

Landscape Identity
The concept of Landscape Identity is defined in an article in the journal
Landscape Research: “the perceived uniqueness of a place” (Stobbelaar 321) and
landscape is defined as: “an area, as perceived by people, the character of which is the
result of the action and interaction of natural and/or human factors” (Stobbelaar 321).
In a particular site, the surroundings take on a personal meaning for each person who
comes into contact with it, depending upon the series of interactions that occur while
in that place. The article discusses several types of landscape identity, but of particular
importance for this study is the personal-spatial identity of landscape, which “refers to
the features and parts of the landscape that are important for an individual concerning
the recognisability of an area and his mean of orientation within it” (Stobbelaar 321).
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This type of identity can become manifest in the spatial composition, land use,
building materials, signage, street furniture, building facades, and even in the paving
materials. “The identity that an individual attributes to a landscape tends to confirm the
identity generally attributed by his/her social/cultural environment. Landscape identity
unites inhabitants to each other or to the area and distinguishes them from inhabitants
of another area” (Stobbelaar 322). One is aware they are on the Indianapolis Cultural
Trail because they can see the consistent paving materials, signage and logo for the
trails. A person can recognize that they are in the Fountain Square neighborhood
because of the neighborhood branding – logo, color palette, paving, materials, and
building materials and typology. These physical indicators, along with the social and
cultural events and venues, give these spaces an identity, an atmosphere, that outsiders
can recognize, and that residents can take ownership in. The Taylor 28 project, in
Seattle, Washington, illustrates this concept. This greyfield-turned-public plaza project
transformed twenty feet of unused pavement in the street into a 15,000 square foot
pedestrian plaza. “Taylor 28 established the precedent for urban design in the area with
streetscape serving as a neighborhood identifier” (Taylor 28). Pedestrian open space
occupies what was once excess space dedicated to vehicles. Stormwater management
facilities such as rain gardens and roof rainwater harvesting keep runoff from entering
the city sewers.
The Old North St. Louis neighborhood in St. Louis, Missouri, has undergone a
series of renewal efforts, each considered to have failed, and as such has lost a big
portion of the population and suffered a disinvestment of the remaining population. To
address this issue, the Public Policy Research Center at the University of Missouri – St.
Louis, partnered with the community members to create a plan that will, it hopes, help
the area gain not only economic growth and social stability, but also a cultural identity.
This is being achieved through public archeological research and interpretation and
through community involvement.
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Archaeological work in conjunction with oral histories
and archival research was used to strengthen the sense
of community through development of K-12 educational
programming, a local neighborhood museum, a video
documentary, a published history, a website, and an
historic bike trail. These products advanced the concept
of public archaeology by demonstrating how research and
interpretation can be aligned with specific urban revitalization
goals (70, Baumann.)
Public archaeology includes any kind of historical research that engages with
the public, and that later can be translated into historical ownership/place ownership. It
allows people to realize a greater connection to the places they inhabit, and may lead
to a sense of stewardship. This is less possible when the place they inhabit has been
wiped of important cultural and historical artifacts – of the memories stored in a place.
In rapidly growing suburbs and ‘edge cities’, shopping malls,
fast food outlets and superhighways have produced what
James Kunstler calls the ‘geography of nowhere.’ Devoid
of unique identifying features, suburban subdivisions and
commercial strips have denied people the opportunity to
establish intellectual and emotional attachments to places
where they live and work. As a result, no common ground
exists upon which the bonds of community can develop and
flourish (Baumann 83).
This is increasingly occurring in ‘edge neighborhoods’ as fast food restaurants and
chain store conglomerates tear down historic structures and put up box stores in their
place. The northern entrance to the Garfield Park neighborhood looks like any other
interstate exit point, with a White Castle, CVS, Safeway Grocery and BP gas station
on the four corners. By rethinking the types of spaces that are offered to the public,
a greater landscape identity can be achieved for the users and residents of the area.
“The degree of investment in one’s physical community, or neighborhood, is largely
dependent on its quality, and particularly the characteristics of the collective public
realm” (North 12-13).
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Placemaking
Placemaking is another method of incorporating community identity into the
physical makeup of a neighborhood. With this method, public space is considered
the heart of the community. “More than just creating better urban design of public
spaces, Placemaking facilitates creative patterns of activities and connections (cultural,
economic, social, ecological) that define a place and support its ongoing evolution”
(“What is Placemaking”). It helps to facilitate conversations between the people and
the spaces that they use. “Whether it is a park, a river corridor, community gardens, a
plaza, or a streetscape, the public spaces where people interact provide a shared sense
of ownership, and the qualities of these spaces influence how the communities operate
and evolve” (North 13).
In Australia, an underutilized public space was transformed into a musical
playground, creating a unique and easily identifiable landmark via a larger-than-life
swing set, where the swings trigger musical notes when used. “As the project creators
describe it, ‘the result is a giant collective instrument that stimulates ownership of the
new space, bringing together people of all ages and backgrounds, and creating a place
for playing and hanging out in the middle of the city center’” (“Bold Moves”). Parklets in
downtown San Francisco, California, temporarily take over street side parking spaces
with unique mini-parks. Stemming from the PARK(ing) Day phenomenon, these spaces
are temporary in nature, and paid for by private investors (mostly businesses located
adjacent to the on-street parking spaces), but are gaining popularity and are, in some
cases, becoming permanent fixtures in the public realm. “…even as city officials talk
about using parklets as systematic tools of neighborhood revival, the experiences with
parklets so far suggests that they work best when built on social and cultural aspects of
a community that already exists, but that don’t have a setting to flourish in public” (King
80-81). These mini-parks serve as small identifiers for the spaces that they inhabit. The
Project for Public Spaces (PPS) organization based their placemaking process on the
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work that they completed with William ‘Holly’ Whyte in the 1970s. It involves getting to
know the people who occupy a space on a daily basis to gain an intricate knowledge
of what they want and need from the space. From this knowledge, and thorugh
collaboration, a vision is created and then implemented. “The vision can evolve quickly
into an implementation strategy, beginning with small-scale, do-able improvements that
can immediately bring benefits to public spaces and the people who use them” (“What is
Placemaking”).

Operative Landscapes
Built landscapes that change and adapt over time to the needs and wants of
the people who utilize the space and to the fluid environmental systems that they
encompass and interact with can be called operative landscapes. James Corner was
the first to utilize this theory within the discipline of Landscape Architecture. Corner
posited that landscape is “an agent of change without end, a cumulative directionality
toward further becoming, a constant process of unfolding rather than a rigid reality”
(North 11). The designed landscape must have the ability to adapt and change with
the shifting needs of a community, generational and demographic changes, as well as
environmental pressures and fluctuations. “More than any other public space type, a
project strategized to entice contextual urban development must either take into account
a future demographic or be flexible enough to adapt to this inevitable change: (North
105).
The landscapes that people design for people must allow for the uncertainties
of the future through adaptation and revision. This can come in the form of multiple
phases, stages of development, that are left open to changing needs of the communities
that the project serves. We cannot predict the future, so it is difficult to predict what the
needs of future groups of people who will utilize the space will be. Designing landscape
in this way is termed adaptive design, which “emerges from a deliberative, integrative,
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cyclic, and continuous – rather than deterministic and discrete – approach to planning,
design, and management” (North 11). It begins with the traditional forms of inventory,
analysis, and conceptual design, calling upon many forms of input from invested
parties. Following that is the planning and development stages, and finally construction.
However, this particular form of design calls for another phase, which is the evolution
phase. In this phase, the designers have outlined specific maintenance and
management plans, as well as ideas about design adaptation for the future. Including
design adaptation in this final phase will ensure that there are guidelines in place to
help future designers and user groups to think about how the space would best fit their
needs, and how those needs can be represented in the redesign or adaptation of the
site.
These projects for highly designed and managed urban
spaces use landscape as the medium to repair their
degraded shores and mediate urban pressures. They
build stronger connections for ecologies and their human
participants, while also prompting the renewal and
continual improvement of the urban fabric. They form
the ultimate operative landscape projects, using their
designed legibility to educate and pull together community
involvement and participation, while drawing on the most
innovative landscape technologies to create systems based
on principles of ecological relationships, and therefore
resiliency. This promising model places communities, with
their inherently ample landscape frameworks, as critical
operators in the flexible and adaptable functioning of urban
centers (North 168).

One step to take when considering the future adaptation of a site is to provide
educational opportunities for the user base so that the future needs of the site can be
understood and advocated for. An example of this is Ian McHarg’s The Woodlands
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community in Texas. This community development placed particular emphasis on
stormwater management through non-traditional methods, rather than relying upon
the municipal sewer system. Calling upon McHarg’s overlay system, the idea of
environmental ethics was a key deciding factor when siting buildings and transportation
infrastructure. Environmental ethics is taught in the school system, starting community
member early on environmental education and advocacy. The community supports
lifelong learning lectures, landscape walks and community programming through
outdoor concerts, recycling bazaars, Earth Day cleanups, Arbor Day and an annual
wildflower festival. “As environmental ethics and practices expand, the framework
of The Woodlands is able to accommodate the evolving interests of its community
members, while maintaining focus on its original mandate” (North 166).
This literature review reveals important work that has been completed in the area
of neighborhood park revitalization. Exploring principles such as eyes on the street,
landscape identity, safe streets, placemaking and operative landscapes has provided
relevant clues to the type of interventions in the Garfield Park fringe that may prove
most successful in stimulating community revitalization goals. A final key point that was
discovered through this body of research was found through the American Planning
Association’s (APA) Forum on City Parks. According to the APA, city parks can play
a vital role in creating safer neighborhoods within a city. The report concluded that
that there are four main points to this argument: 1) “Time spent in nature immediately
adjacent to home helps people to relieve mental fatigue, reducing aggression;” 2)
“Green residential spaces are gathering places where neighbors form social ties that
produce stronger, safer neighborhoods (aka ‘eyes on the street’);” 3) “Barren spaces
are more frightening to people and are more crime prone than parks landscaped with
greenery and open vistas;” and 4) “In order to make the best use of greenery and open
space, it must be positively incorporated into a community’s design” (“How Cities Use
Parks”).
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INVENTORY + ANALYSIS

Garfield Park + the Garfield Park Neighborhood
Garfield Park is Indianapolis’ oldest multiuse green space, located approximately three

CHAPTER
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SITE DESCRIPTION + LOCATION

miles southeast of Monument Circle in downtown
Indianapolis. The Indianapolis Cultural Trail’s
(ICT) southern spur terminates approximately a
quarter-mile from the northern boundary of the
Garfield Park neighborhood. The ICT connects to
the Pleasant Run Trail, which runs from the neareastside of Indianapolis and ends eight miles away
in Garfield Park (see Figure 1). The surrounding
neighborhood is bounded by Raymond Street to
the north, Interstate 65 to the east, Troy Avenue to
he south and Madison Avenue to the west. IndyGo

bus lines 12, 13 and 22 run to this neighborhood.
Included in the 136 acres of green space that makes up Garfield Park, are
the Sunken Garden and Conservatory, The Garfield Park Arts Center, The Burrello
Family and Aquatics Center, the historic Pagoda shelter, numerous picnic shelters,
playgrounds, tennis courts, baseball fields, horseshoe courts, walking trails, and
sledding hills (see Figure 2). The Shelby branch of the Indianapolis Marion County
Library sits on the eastern edge of the park. There are few amenities for the community
located within walking distance outside of the park, such as grocery stores, shopping, or
restaurants. The closest amenities are located near or on Raymond Street and include
a White Castle, CVS Pharmacy, Little Caesars Pizza, Dollar General, and Safeway
Grocery. Recently, a new, locally-owned café opened up on the next block south of the
park.
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More choices are available in the nearby Fountain Square neighborhood
(approximately two miles north) and along the commercial corridor on
Madison Avenue approximately one-to-two miles southwest of the park.

Canal Walk

Central Library

IUPUI

Monument
Circle
Indianapolis
Zoo

White River
State Park
Indinanapolis
Cultural Trail
Fountain
Square

Eli Lilly Corp.
Headquarters
Indy
Parks

Eli Lilly Corp.
Recreation Park
Garﬁeld
Park
Distance from Garﬁeld Park (Shelby St. Entrance)
Monument Circle

Approx 3.5 miles

Fountain Square

Approx 1.7 miles

University of Indianapolis

Approx 2.1 miles

Eli Lilly Corp

Approx 1.9 miles

University of
Indianapolis

Fig. 1: Context map illustrating the proximity of Garfield Park to Monument Circle in
downtown Indianapolis, Fountain Square, the University of Indianapolis, and the Eli Lilly
Corporate Headquarters.
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Fig. 2: Map of Garfield Park from the Cultural Landscape Report, 2004, illustrating park amenities.

Definition of Site Boundaries
This project focuses on the edge of Garfield Park, bounded by Southern
Avenue to the south, Shelby Street to the east, Garfield Drive and Raymond Avenue
to the northeast and north, and the Conrail Tracks to the West. It also includes the
immediately surrounding neighborhoods (one block to the south, one block to the east,
and one block to the north), the North Garfield Neighborhood which lies in the northeast
corner of the park square (bounded by Garfield Drive, Raymond Street and Shelby
Street) and the Manual High School Campus on the west side of the Contrail Tracks.
Design suggestions will encompass areas along the edge of the park and bounding
neighborhoods, as well as a redesign of the pedestrian infrastructure on the interior of
the park.
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SITE HISTORY
Garfield Park, originally named Southern Riding Park, had its earliest beginnings
as a horseracing track. The Indianapolis Fair Association purchased the land, known
as Bradley Woods, with the intention of building a better racing facility than the one
available at the State Fairgrounds. Although horseracing at Southern Park brought
excitement and prestige to the area, the idea itself was a financial failure due to the
location being too remote at the time. In 1873, the Association sold the land to the City
of Indianapolis, and it was then leased to the Indiana Trotting Association, which was
also a failure (Butsch). In 1876, the park was renamed Southern Park and became the
first Indianapolis public green space. In 1881, the park was renamed Garfield Park after
President James A. Garfield was assassinated.
Use of the park remained low during its first two decades because of its
distance from the city proper and its lack of facilities. The Jeffersonville, Madison, and
Indianapolis Railroad – Indiana’s first railroad – passed along the western edge of
the property, creating a barrier. Primarily untouched green space, much of the park
was inaccessible to carriages. Pleasant Run Pond, a popular swimming location, was
drained and filled in, so as to narrow the creek and allow bridges to be built for easier
access to the park interior. The City Council heard and rejected proposals to use the
land for a dairy farm (1877), a city cemetery (1882), a factory (1885), and to relocate the
Indiana State Fair in exchange for the then-current fair at Morton Place (1878).
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From 1888 to 1910, many major improvements were made to the park, allowing
better access and recreation opportunities. Included were a bridge over Pleasant Run
Creek (1888); a streetcar access line extending into the park (1895); a bicycle path
(1901); the Pagoda shelter (1903); increased greenhouse capacity from 40,000 square
feet to 200,000 square feet (1904); exhibition cages for bears, monkeys, and small
animals (1905); and two swimming beaches on Bean Creek (1910). Figures 4-9 show
historic images of park features. In 1889, the neighborhood’s streets were laid out for
development around the park. Figure 3 shows the historic park boundaries in 1889.

Fig. 3: 1889 Sanborn Map of Center Township (Butsch).
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BEAN CREEK BRIDGE

SWIMMING POND

Fig. 4: A view of the Bean Creek Bridge on Southern Avenue, looking south (W.H. Bass: Garfield Park,
Bridge, #918)

Fig. 5: A view of the pond along Pleasant Run Creek – a popular swimming spot for the local community
(W.H. Bass: Garfield Park, Pond)
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CENTRAL BRIDGE NORTHWEST BRIDGE

Fig. 6: A view of the Pleasant Run Creek Bridge at Pleasant Run Parkway and Pagoda Drive, looking
southwest (W.H. Bass: Garfield Park, Bridge, #811)

Fig. 7: Bridge over Pleasant Run Creek, 1944 (W.H. Bass: Garfield Park Bridge)
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ELECTRIC BUS
CHILDREN PLAYING

Fig 8: “Indianapolis Railways electric bus no. 610 with destination sign reading Garfield Park. Brick
buildings are seen in the background” (W.H. Bass: Electric Bus)

Fig. 9: “Children are in line to go down the slide” (Children Playing at Garfield Park)
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After several more land acquisitions from 1893 to 1915, bringing the total land
acreage to its present 128 acres, George Kessler created a master plan for Garfield
Park, one of only a few parks for which he completed a full plan (see Figure 10). A
primary aim for this plan was to make use of the existing improvements in the park
and to create an overall design aesthetic for the park as a whole. The formal Sunken
Garden, along with new bridges, were the major new elements in his plan. Additionally,
three military memorials would eventually be installed in the park. The General Lawton
Memorial was dedicated in May of 1907 in downtown Indianapolis. In 1915, the
memorial was moved to the north entrance of the Conservatory & Sunken Garden (see
Figure 11).

Fig. 10: 1916 Map of Garfield Park from Baist Atlas, after the new master plan was created by George
Kessler (Garfield Park, 1916.)
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Fig. 11: “Hoosier General Henry W. Lawton was killed during the Philippine Insurrection on December
19,1899. To honor him, Indianapolis hired sculptor Andrew O’Connor, Jr. to create a bronze sculpture of
the general. The statue was dedicated on the lawn of the Marion County Courthouse on May 30, 1907.
The featured speaker that day was President Theodore Roosevelt. This view shows the president on the
podium speaking, the statue, and the crowd gathered close to the president. The statue is now located in
Garfield park on the south side of Indianapolis” (Bretzman).

The Conservatory & Sunken Garden was built in 1913 and featured arched
and curved lines, facing west to the area for the garden development. The original
greenhouse was replaced in 1956 by the current facility, an all-aluminum, welded
structure that was a first of its kind in the country, designed to eliminate interior columns
(see Figure 12). The Art Deco style building later had an addition built and was
renovated after a fire in 1987. Figure 13 provides a view of the Conservatory from the

CONSERVATORY

Sunken Gardens.

Fig. 12: Interior photo showing the modern construction of the greenhouse structure (W.H. Bass: Garfield
Park Conservatory)
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SUNKEN GARDEN
Fig. 13: View of the Conservatory & Sunken Garden, looking east (W.H. Bass: Garfield Park, Sunken
Garden)

In 1922, a large stage housed in a brick-facade building with amphitheatre
seating was built in Garfield Park. For many years it was the only facility of its type in the
city and was a popular public entertainment venue. The facility was renovated in 1997
and named for P.E. MacAllister in recognition of his philanthropic support of the park.
Today the MacAllister Amphitheatre is used only for special events and weekly pops
concerts during the summer months.
A Colonial Georgian style shelter house was built in 1922. Designed by Frank B.
Hunter, it was located at the center of the Kessler master plan in the heart of the park.
The building was known for many years as the Community Center (see Figure 14). A
tunnel was built leading from the lower level through the hillside and out to the north of
the shelter. It was used in the early 1920’s as an entrance to bring in zoo animals to the
lower level holding rooms. In the mid 1920’s, the newly established Children’s Museum
was housed here for a few years. In 1930, an Olympic size swimming pool was built
east of the shelter house and the lower level became the bathhouse facility (see Figure
15). The Community Center became the recreational center for many years with its
main upper-level hall used as a multi-purpose gymnasium.
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SWIMMING POOL SHELTER HOUSE

Fig. 14: The Garfield Park Community Center, now known as the Garfield Park Arts Center (W.H. Bass:
Garfield Park, Shelter House)

Fig. 15: View of the original Garfield Park Olympic size swimming pool from the upper level of the
community center (now the Garfield Park Arts Center), looking east (W.H. Bass: Garfield Park Swimming
Pool)
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Between 1951 and 1953, Emmerich Manual High School was constructed
just west of the park, opposite the railroad tracks. In 1958, the Madison Avenue
Expressway was constructed to the west of the high school to provide a quick
connection between the downtown core of Indianapolis and its near-southeast side.
Later, in 1975, Interstate-65 was constructed on the east side of Garfield Park, just a
block-and-a-half away. Together with the railroad tracks on the west, these two major
thoroughfares effectively isolated Garfield Park from the neighborhoods to the west and
east. Further increasing this isolation was the exodus of residents from the surrounding
neighborhoods to suburban areas and the reputation that the park was becoming an
unsafe place to be in the 1970s and early 1980s. It wasn’t until 1989, when the City of
Indianapolis Division of Planning and Department of Metropolitan Development created
the Garfield Park Master Plan, that the neighborhoods and park began to recover.
(Butsch).
A new Aquatic Center and Family Center was built in 1996 and replaced the
Community Center. The old pool was filled in and turned into a parking lot and the old
building stood empty for many years. It became so dilapidated that the city decided to
tear it down. There was a significant community outcry over this and many petitions
were signed and meeting held in an attempt to save the historic strucutre. The Friends
of Garfield Park was founded in 1998, and successfully ensured that this structure was
not removed from the landscape. Additions and a complete renovation of the building,
remade the building into the Arts Center of today, which opened in 2006.
The new aquatic center opened its doors to the public in 1996 and the Burrello
Family Center opened in 1998, providing recreation and community oriented facilities.
The Burrello Family Center is situated near the location where the Pleasant Run Lake
used to be, on the northwest side of the park. The center is named after Lynda Burrello
who was the Park Manager for Garfield Park for over 40 years, and was the longestterm employee of the Indy Parks system.
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SITE INVENTORY + ANALYSIS MAPS
The following pages illustrate the inventory and analysis phase of this design
project. All aspects of the site were taken into account from vegetation to circultation
to zoning, in order to gain a complete picture of what opportunities the site presents as
well as what constraints may have to be delt with.
Inventory + Analysis Contents:
Vegetation
Hydrology
Transportation
Zoning
Figure + Ground
Neighborhood Quality
Intersections
Services
Bus Stops
Conclusion
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Analysis of the research has provided a
good base with which to begin conceptual design.
The concept here is to envision a connected and

CHAPTER
FOUR

PROGRAM +
CONCEPT

PROGRAMMING + CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

mixed-use corridor along Shelby Street, a park
fringe that has a focus on community connections,
and a water system that is viewed as both a
resource and an amenity.
Focus within the Shelby Street Corridor
will be on user services, commercial opportunities
within the existing infrastructure, transportation
opportunites and versatility, and public safety. The
Garfield Park fringe-area community connections
will focus on connecting existing park amenites
with proposed ones, outside civic and social

infrastructiure with park amenities, and existing trail networks with a new trail system
inside the park. It will also focus on ways to incorporate new user services within the
boundaries of the park that can help to facilitate stronger partnerships between the
public and private realms of the community. Additionally, there will be a focus on water
as an amenity and resource, taking into account the two creeks that run through the
park, as well as the management of stormwater runoff from the streets and the park
amenities utilizing natural stormwater filtration technology.
A goals and objectives list has been compiled to facilitate the development of a
conceptual plan and details for the Garfield Park fringe. This is broken down into three
sections: Corridor Vitality, Community Connections, and Water as Resource + Amenity.
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GOAL: Increase and expand the commercial interface along Shelby Street, between
Raymond Street and one block south of Southern Avenue (Cruft Street), by encouraging
neighborhood business vitality in a mixed-use corridor.

OBJECTIVES:
Identify locations for new business opportunities utilizing currently existing
structures, which can be retrofitted for new purposes.
Propose a loation and design for local food production + distribution
Identify multi-family structures that have potential to become mixed-use facilities
Propose locations + designs for user services within the park boundaries
Utilize the existing bus stop locations as user services opportunities

GOAL: Create new spatial opportunities for community connections with nearby
educational facilities to promote a thriving and educated local youth population.

OBJECTIVES:
Create outdoor learning environements/classrooms
Create outdoor gathering spaces, physical activity nodes, + performance spaces
Create spaces for outdoor festivals + fairs
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GOAL: Further integrate the Garfield Park Branch of the Indianapolis Marion County
Public Library (IMCPL) into the park.

OBJECTIVES:
Add an outdoor reading room + lending library
Connect the library to outdoor classrooms + performance spaces
Include adjacent or nearby crosswalks to the neighborhood + multiple paths to
the interior of the park

GOAL: Increase the usage and access opportunities for multi-modal transportation
options, and make these options accessible, safe, and visible.

OBJECTIVES:
IndyGo Bus Travel:
		

Redesign bus stops to include user services programming

		

Add seating + shelters to bus stops that utilize a unified design +

		

create design guidelines for the bus stops in the entire community

Bicycle Travel:
		

Extend the protected bike lane from the southern terminus of the

		

Indianapolis Cultural Trail, south through the Garfield Park community

		

along Shelby Street; redesign the bike lane to fit with the proposed

		

redesign of the Garfield Park fringe

		

Create a bicycle hub with storage space, a bicycle repair station, +

		

information on bicycle safety

Pedestrian Travel:
		

Create design guidelines for pedestrian walkways within the community
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Include wider sidewalks along the Shelby Street corridor

			Include periodic pedestrian plazas + seating opportunities
			
		

Include clearly marked pedestrian plazas

Designate areas for emergency stations with a telephone + contact

		information
		

Increase lighting for nighttime safety

		

Increase pedestrian access points into the interior of the park

		

Add pedestrian walkways to the edge of the park along Southern Avenue,

		

Garfield Park Drive, + Pleasant Run Parkway

		

Program access points for user services

		

Create an access point crossing the railroad tracks at the west edge of the

		

park to more directly connect Emmerich Manual High School with the park

GOAL: Expand the green space from the park into the surrounding communities

OBJECTIVES:
Identify abandoned and unused properties in the fringe area that can be
		

repurposed as pocket parks or community gardens

		

Install street trees along the Shelby Street + Raymond Street corridors

GOAL: Utilize the historical nature of the park amenities to create educational features

OBJECTIVES:
Call attention to the historic significance of the bridges in the park
		

Restore brick columns that once marked the historic entrances to the park

		

Create a plaza at the location of the historic trolley station on the

		

southeast corner of the park

		

Incorporate educational signage at programmed sites
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GOAL: Include environmentally conscious stormwater manangement best practices into
the design guidelines for the park fringe and Shelby Street Corridor
OBJECTIVES:
Redirect stormwater runoff from the sidewalks + roads to roadside rain
		

gardens for infiltration + to avoid sending the runoff to the already

		

overburdened municipal sewer systems

		

Include educational signage on the importance of stormwater

		

management + how the new amenities function

		

Direct all runoff from newly designed plazas + other impermeable surfaces

		

into adjacent rain gardens and bioretention facilities

		

Restore stream integrity through stream remediation, stream bank

		

stabilization, + erosion control

		

Create bioretention facilities at the CSO release points to intercept runoff

		

+ clean it before it enters the streams
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The redesign of the Garfield Park
fringe aims to enrich public space while
enriching community life - each feeding
into the other with the underlying goal of
building a strong and vital community
surrounding the park. Programming
elements that contribute to this goal
include education, health + wellness,
economy, transportation, safety, ecology,
access and conservation.
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Current Programmed
Space
Proposed Programmed
Space

N
0

100 200

400

Currently, most activity and programming for the park occurs in the center, with some
programming along Shelby Street to the east - the Garfield Branch of the IMCPL and the
tennis courts. The park seems to turn its back to the surrounding neighborhoods, presenting
more of a back yard feel to the public. Additional programming and activity nodes along the
park edges will serve to draw visitors from the streets and into the heart of the park to the
existing facilities by catching their attention and actively engaging them. A new path system
will lead visitors to the heart of the park, where the original park programming takes place.
The programming of the edge will create a lively park fringe, which will benefit both the park
and the surrounding neighborhoods.
This word map generated from the
text in Chapter 2 - Topic Exploration
highlights important words and
ideas to consider when developing
the concept for this project.
Words such as “people,”
“community,” “public,” “space,”
“streets,” “neighborhood,”
“landscape,” “park” and “identity”
stand out the strongest.

concept development
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- active space-

The redesign of the Garfield Park fringe aims to
enrich public space while enriching community life
- each feeding into the other with the underlying
goal of building a strong and vital community
surrounding the park. Programming elements that
contribute to this goal include education, health +
wellness, economy, transportation, safety,
ecology, access and conservation.

concept development

- programming elements72

Near N. Garfield
Neighborhood

Near N. Garfield
Neighborhood

Creek Entrance

W. Garfield
Neighborhood

N. Garfield
Neighborhood

Creek Exit
High School
Campus

W. Garfield
Neighborhood

N
0

100 200

Creek Entrance

High
School

S. Garfield
Neighborhood

400

KEY

New pedestrian access
point

Existing pedestrian acces
point

Each neighborhood bordering the park and nearby school
campus should have equal access to the park, through
clear wayfinding and pedestrian/bicycle accessible paths.
The Shelby Street corridor shall become the “Garfield
Village,” with a new main pedestrian entrance plaza and
safety measures for crossing the intersection of Shelby
Street and Sounthern Avenue. This is an ideal location for
the new main entry as this will be a designated stop on the
Red Rapid Transit Bus Line and it is near an
already-growing local business community.

Stream restoration +
storm water
management node

Empty lots along Shelby Street and in the southeast
corner of the North Garfield Neighborhood will become
pocket parks and/or community gardens, extending the
public green space into the residential zones.

Programmed zone

Programming will occur at all of the entry points to the
park, as well as at the points where the creeks enter and
exit the park.

concept development
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Garfield
E. Garfield
Village
Neighborhood

- connectivity-

To Pleasant
Run Trail

To Indianapolis
Cultural Trail

N
0

100 200

400

To University
of Indianapolis
New bicycle-friendly
routes to high schools

concept development

Ideal location for a
Bicycle hub:
repair, lockers,
information, etc.

- bicycle accesibility74
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COMPLETE NEIGHBORHOOD
A complete neighborhood is a neighborhood
where people have safe and convenient access

CHAPTER
FIVE

DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

to the goods and services needed in daily life.
This includes a variety of housing options,
grocery stores, and other commercial services,
quality public schools, public open spaces
and recreational facilities, affordable active
transportation options, and civic amenities. An
important element of a complete neighborhood is
that it is build at a walkable and bikeable human
scale, and meets the needs of people of all ages
and abilities (Portland Plan).

Connectivity is key in the re-envisioning of the Garfield Park fringe. Whether
it is how the programmed spaces are connected to one another, or how small-scale
events can evolve into park-wide festivals, the enhancement of numerous connections
has driven this project. Examining not only how connections are made, but also how
they are visually represented influenced the design of the master plan. This study led
to the redesign of the pathway system within the park as well as the programming of
the edges. In keeping with the goals and objectives laid out for the project, the design
development was sectioned into three areas: The Garfield Park Village: A Connected
and Mixed Use Corridor, Community Connections, and Water as Resource and Amenity.
THE GARFIELD PARK VILLAGE: A CONNECTED AND MIXED USE CORRIDOR
An inventory and analysis of the current structure of the Shelby Street corridor
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determined that there are structures within the strip that can be retrofitted for
the purpose of creating a living and working environment, with new commercial
opportunities becoming available through time. Current businesses that are in operation
include restaurants and services such as tax offices and leasing agencies. Some of
the structures that are in place are salvageable and could benefit from façade updates.
Some of these structures could be retrofitted to house businesses on the ground floor
and residences above. Structures that have been removed from the landscape have left
open lots that could be transformed into public green space or community gardens –
producing food and volunteer opportunities.
In addition to updating existing structures and facades, spaces for user services
within park boundaries (such as kiosks for commercial and service-related businesses)
are proposed. These spaces and their associated programming can serve to strengthen
and enhance partnerships between the public and private realms of the community and
corridor. The design characteristics and aesthetic characteristics that are proposed will
inform these traits within the other edges of the park where interventions are to occur.
Mobility within the corridor is addressed through the notions of a “road diet”
and “complete streets.” Shelby Street will go from being a four-lane street with shared
bicycle lane markings, to a two-vehicle-lane street with a two-way protected bike lane
on the west side and parallel parking and rain garden bump outs on the east side. The
bus stops will include seating, with shelters and kiosks where there is sufficient space. A
new bus shelter with bicycle parking, a kiosk, and an accessible green roof will mark the
spot for the new rapid transit bus Red Line stop. A street mural and painted crosswalks
will signal pedestrian crossings.
COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS
Currently, it has been said that the park “turns it back” to the surrounding
communities. This is due to the fact that many of the park’s amenities are located on the
interior of the park and not much happens in the way of activity along the edges. To
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remedy this, proposed nodes of activity and pedestrian plazas are added to these
edges. The programming for these spaces fall into eight categories:
Commerce: Opportunities for business to enter the park boundaries, expanding p
otential partnerships with the local economy.
Education: Educational activities and signage, engaging visitors with the natural
and build environments.
Health and Wellness: Increased access to physical fitness activities and
wellness-oriented learning opportunities.
Transportation: Access to multiple transportation options including public
transportation, pedestrian pathways, and cycling options.
Waterways: Points of access to Pleasant Run and Bean Creeks, with stream
restoration efforts and learning opportunities.
Entertainment: Spaces available for use as entertainment venues, such as
stages, screens, and amphitheater seating.
History: Historic structures and moment of historical significance within the park
are illustrated and called out via signage, and historic features along the park
edges are restored and enhanced.
Nutrition and productivity: Includes community gardens and local food production
and consumption opportunities.
To assist in the ease of navigation and use of these new (as well as the existing)
spaces, a wayfinding system will be proposed. This includes iconography representing
the eight types of programming, in the form of circular markers atop directional and
interpretative signage. The directional signs will be located at the convergence of
multiple paths within the park and at the plazas along the edges. They will point users
to new and existing amenities, while giving a bit of information about the various
destinations. The interpretative signs will delve deeper into the significance and history
of the amenities, bringing to life the varied and rich history of the park.
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Land that has become vacant around the park edges, within the surrounding
communities has the potential to become a productive and educational amenity for park
users and neighbors. Four parcels that are currently unused along Raymond Avenue
will be proposed as the location for a community farm. This would include a large area
of raised beds, and apiary, and chicken coop for biointensive farming. A small farm
stand will occupy the space and can provide a venue for food and seed sales, as well
as community classes on urban farming. The four parcels provide approximately onehalf acre of land that can be transformed from vacant to productive. A committee could
run the administration of the farm from one of the neighborhood organizations, utilizing
volunteer labor. Produce can be distributed to volunteers and through a farmer’s market
in the plaza at the corner of Garfield Drive and Raymond Street, in the farm stand, or
even in a local restaurant. This site has the potential to become a valuable community
asset and source of income for the local organizations. It also can serve as a valuable
link between the park and the neighborhoods that border the north side of the park.
One important goal of this project is to improve the access of users to the park.
Currently there are only around six access points from the bordering streets to the
interior of Garfield Park. There are no sidewalks on the park edge along Garfield Park
Drive and Southern Avenue, and the railroad tracks on the west edge inhibit access
from the western neighborhoods and Manual High School. Unofficial pathways, or “cow
paths” have been carved into the park edges by years of foot traffic – these indicate
a need for a new path system on the edges as well as the interior of the park. The
proposed design aims to increase the points of access to informally invite users into
the park, while creating spaces where spontaneous interactions can take place. A new
system of pathways allow for a more diverse experience when moving through the park,
as well as increasing the connectivity of the parks many amenities and edges.
Central to the proposed plan is a new pedestrian gateway and entry plaza along
Shelby Street. Situated in the center of the Shelby Street edge, and nestled between
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the popular new tennis courts and the newly-rebuilt Garfield Branch of the IMCPL, this
plaza will serve as a focal point for community activity and invite users to move beyond
the edge and into the interior of Garfield Park. Creating an operative landscape in this
space is critical, as it will need to adjust for community and park needs and wants, as
well as for the changing seasons. This space will be able to host small gatherings and
events (such as outdoor movie screenings, community meetings, and public speakers)
and could spur the creation of new park-wide events that utilize other amenities
throughout the park. Included in the programming for this space is an outdoor library
(“reading forest”), two shelter and kiosks, plaza space and café-style seating, a spray
ground/fountain (ice skating rink in the winter months), a stormwater rain garden, and a
bicycle shelter.
Other programmed spaces along the park edges will take the form of community
plazas, where a variety of programming can take place. A plaza located at Pleasant
Run Parkway and Pagoda Drive (to the east of Manual High School) will include caféstyle seating, a street mural, and stream remediation. This plaza will focus on the
foot and bicycle traffic that enters the northwest corner of the park, turning an empty
and unfriendly intersection into a vibrant, lively space for uses such as an outdoor
classroom, a meet-up space for lunch, or a place to sit and read while enjoying a
day at the park. Other plazas around the park edges will include amphitheater-style
seating, small performance spaces, community gardens, outdoor exercise equipment,
rain gardens, and shelters and kiosks. A pedestrian bridge will ease the crossing of
the railroad tracks from the western neighborhoods and high school campus, and the
underpass over Pleasant Run Parkway will become safer and more accessible via art
installations and sidewalk improvements.
WATERWAYS: AMENITY + RESOURCE
The creeks that enter and converge in Garfield Park (Pleasant Run Creek and
Bean Creek) are in poor condition, being badly eroded and polluted. Signage is
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currently in place warning against exposure to the water as it can cause severe illness.
In this new plan, stream remediation and stream bank restoration measures are
proposed to help heal these waterways. While interventions of this scale cannot solve
the problems completely, they can inform and spur remediation activities outside the
park, further upstream and downstream than this project reaches. Education is key, and
therefore signage will be included to educate users on the techniques and importance of
such actions.
Pedestrian plazas are proposed at the points where the two creeks enter
the park. These plazas will include gabion walls on the east bank of the creeks
(for stabilization and user access), strategic plantings along the west bank, and
amphitheater-style seating facing the creek. This style of seating will allow for users
to become spectators for the wildlife and natural processes of the waterways. These
spaces will serve not only as beautiful places to stop and enjoy the park, but can also
serve as outdoor classroom or entertainment venues.
A partial cause of the deterioration of the waterways in the park is the runoff
from combined sewer overflows and other drainpipes directly into the creeks. These
release points show signs of extreme scouring and erosion, and are the source of much
of the pollution entering the waterways. To help remedy this, a new, tiered system of
bioretention rain gardens is proposed at each of these release points. The water exiting
the pipes would enter the top tier of the system, and only overflow into the next tier
when flow volumes exceed the capacity of the bioretention area. Runoff that does not
leave the first tier would slowly filter down into the ground, leaving sediment behind and
eventually entering the creek in a much more clean state. Additionally, rain gardens
along the streets and around the plazas should help to keep much of the stormwater
runoff from impervious surfaces around the park from entering the municipal sewer
system.
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The Garfield Park Fringe: Developing the Master Plan
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Activating the Fringe

New
programming
along the fringe
sends ripples of
activity inward to
the park and
outward to the
communities
surrounding it.

Activating the
fringe includes
spaces outside
the park
boundaries,
serving provide
more
opportunities for
park/community
or public/private
partnerships.
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Network Connections Visualization

Lima. Air Lines. 2009.

Harrison. Edge Bundling. 2012.

The images of air line
flight patterns, thought
patterns, and social
network mapping all
inspired the design of
the Garfield Park Master
Plan. Each of these
images assigns a visual
pattern to the
connectivity of
movement and action.
By overlapping the
pathways and
connection lines
between objects,
destinations, or nodes, a
pattern of movement
emerges and can serve
to inform future
movement and
connection.

Loughhead. Professional Network Map. 2011.
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Mapping Connections in Garfield Park

Civic/Public
Buildings

Park
Buildings/Shelters

Points of activity, connected
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Historic
Structures

Aquatics +
Bridges

A new concept for connectivity

Gardens

A New Network of Paths

0’
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400’
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N

Utilizing the connectivity exercise, a new network
of paths has been developed. Existing bridges
and roadways were worked into this network, as
well as the location of new and old points of
interest. Where mutiple paths meet up,
interpretive plazas have been added for
directional and historical/educational signage.
These plazas could also serve as nodes for
activities such as markers or rest stops for races
along the park trails, or interpretive stations for
park tours. The new path network takes into
account how people may move quickly through
the park (addressing current cow paths that have
been created through park visitor use) and how a
visitor may reach particular destinations within the
park efficiently. It also allows for more leisurely
and meandering travel through a variety of paths
and trails.

Existing Path Network
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Programming the Fringe
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Currently programmed
space

Proposed programmed
space

Focusing the new programming mainly on the edge of the park (the fringe) allows for increased
visibility and activity in these spaces. By activating the fringe, the park, as a whole, becomes more
visible and inviting. This can pull people from the neighborhoods and streets and bring them into the
center, where current programming is already in place.
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Larger Connections
Downtown
Indianapolis

Indianapolis
Cultural Trail
Pleasant
RunTrail

E.M. High
School
Garfield Park
New Trail
Connectors

University
of Indianapolis

Indianapolis Cultural Trail

Raymond Street

Shelby Street

Pleasant Run Trail

To Downtown
Indianapolis

Proposed Loop is
Approximately 3 Miles

Proposed Protected
Bicycle Lane

Proposed New Trail
System Through Park

I65

To Madison Ave.
Business Corridor
Southern Avenue

Proposed Pedestrian +
Bicycle Lane

To University of
Indianapolis

The proposed
bicycle lanes
and trail system
will connect
Garfield Park
with the
Pleasant Run
Trail and the
Indianapolis
Cultural Trail,
effectively
connecting the
park more
directly with
Downtown
Indianapolis
and the
University of
Indianapolis. It
will also
connect the
park with the
surrounding
communities by
adding walking
and biking
space to the
streets that had
none, and
through
additional
access points
into the park.
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Garfield Park Village:
A Connected and Mixed-Use Corridor
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Reclaiming Neglected Commercial Space
Current

Mixed-Use Revitalization

This vacant
commercial building
has the potential to
be re-purposed as
multi-unit
commercial facility
on the ground floor
with residential or
office space on a
newly added
second floor.

Local Food Production + Consumption

Current

This building has
been vacant for
many years. The
proposed redesign
for this space
includes a
community garden,
cafe, and sculpture
garden/plaza. The
space becomes
productive and
active.
Current

Rejuvenation + Safety

The proposal for
this site includes a
historic commercial
facade, outdoor
seating, street and
exterior lighting and
an entertainment
garden in the
vacant lot across
the street.
unused or abandoned
commercial buildings /
commercial buildings being
used as residential space
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current business is
desireable, building
in need of facade
updating

buildings with
potential for
mixed-use
retrofitting

structure has
been raized,
property is vacant

User Services Within Park Boundaries

Four Seasons of Programming

Bus Station + Spectator Sport + Retail

Ample plaza space with moveable tables and chairs maximize
opportunites for chance encounters or purposeful gatherings, and
create an invitation for joining the park. Space can be rented for
private events or open to the local foodies to grab lunch from a
nearby food truck or cafe. Small kiosks and shelters provide
opportunity for businesses such as bicycle repair, coffee and tea
sales, news vendors and more. A shelter for the new Rapid Transit
Bus Red Line provides bicycle storage, sheltered seating, a
commercial kiosk and a turf roof - providing spectator seating for the
adjacent tennis courts.
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Mobility Within the Corridor

On-Street Parking +
Rain Gardens
- Parallel parking spaces
are 8’ x 18’, separated by
painted lines and curbed
rain gardens
- Rain gardens are
curbed and recessed, with
curb cuts to allow
stormwater runoff to enter
from the road and
sidewalks
- No more than 3 parking
spaces in a row will be
allowed without a rain
garden separation

Shelby Street

Shelby Street

Mobility Within the Corridor

enue
ern Av

South

Painted Crosswalks
- Crosswalks will intersect
rain gardens and bike
lanes, allowing for
increased pedestrian
safety
Narrow Driving Lanes
- 11’ Driving lanes
- Narrow lanes help slow
traffic
- Double yellow lines
divide traffic lanes and
break at intersections

60’
40’
0’ 10’ 20’
2-Way Protected
Bike
Intersection Mural
Lane
- A large tennis ball
- 2 1-Way Lanes
- Total Width of both lanes
mural serves as a
is 12’, with a 2’ curb
crosswalk and traffic
- Bollards are placed at 6’
calming measure, and
intervals
along curb, with
leads pedestrians back
curb
beginning
and ending
and forth between the
with a bollard
commercial side of the
corridor and the
Benefits:
recreational side. The tennis courts
are a source
of pride
- Dedicated
and protected
for the local community, and this
mural
pays
homage
to
space for cyclists, greatly
them.
reducing fear and
occurances of collision with
Bicycle Storage
motor vehicles
- Translucent shelters house bike
racks for risk
storage.
- Elimantes
of
Additionally, there is bicycle storage
in the
Red
Line
“dooring”
from
parked
shelter for bus riders who needvehicles,
to store equipment.
and elimates risk
44’ Roadway
of “doored” cyclist being
Pedestrian + Cycle Lanes
struck by vehicles
40’
0’ 10’ 20’ Avenue
- Southern
is 60’
narrowed to two
lanesimplementation
for vehicular
- Lower
cost when
use of
traffic with the addition of a bicycle lane
and a making
pedestrian
pavement
walking lane. The green (outer) laneexisting
is designated
for bicycle
use, while the blue (inner lane) is designated for foot traffic.
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Shelby Street

Mobility Within the Corridor

enue
ern Av

South

0’

10’ 20’

40’

60’

Intersection Mural
- A large tennis ball
mural serves as a
crosswalk and traffic
calming measure, and
leads pedestrians back
and forth between the
commercial side of the
corridor and the
recreational side. The tennis courts are a source of pride
for the local community, and this mural pays homage to
them.
Bicycle Storage
- Translucent shelters house bike racks for storage.
Additionally, there is bicycle storage in the Red Line
shelter for bus riders who need to store equipment.
Pedestrian + Cycle Lanes
- Southern Avenue is narrowed to two lanes for vehicular
traffic with the addition of a bicycle lane and a pedestrian
walking lane. The green (outer) lane is designated for bicycle
use, while the blue (inner lane) is designated for foot traffic.
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Community Connections
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Programming for Connectivity
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educational activites and
signage, engaging visitors
with the natural and built
environments

health + wellness

transportation

waterways

increased access to physical
fitness activities and
wellness-oriented learning
opportunities

acces to multiple transportation
options including public
transportation, pedestrian and
cycling options

points of access to Pleasant
Run and Bean Creeks, with
stream restoration efforts
and examples

entertainment

history

nutrition + productivity

spaces available for use as
entertainment venues, such
as stages, screens, and
amphitheatres

historic structures and moments
of historical significance within
the park - illustrated and
narrated signage

community gardens/local
food production and
consumption opportunities
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Programming Locations
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Programming Locations
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Wayfinding
Directional Sign

14”

6” 2” 6” 2” 6”

Interpretive Sign

TITLE

6’-9”
4’

3’
8”

6’-6”+

you are
heading to...

Interpretive Plazas at Path Crossroads
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Where multiple paths come
together, circular plazas mark
the crossroads with directional
and interpretive signs. The
directional signs help users
find their way to and give a
brief description of various
destinations. The interpretive
signs educate users on the
history of important structures
and developments within the
park.

From Vacant to Productive

This community farm would occupy approximately one-half
acre of land and include a small gravel parking area, tool
sheds, a chicken coop, bee hives, and a small farm stand
and shelter. Assuming most of the land would be used for
biointensive agriculture, the annual yeild could be near
2,400 cups of vegetables, 2,800 cups of fruits, 6,300
ounces of grains, and 13,600 ounces of vegetable and
animal proteins.
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High Productivity with Biointensive Agriculture
[sample yearly yield from 0.5 acres using the biointensive agricultural method]
Type of Food

Food Source

Average Yield

Quantity

Perennial Kale Plant
Perennial Bib Lettuce
Asparagus Plant
Bell Pepper Plant
Carrot Plant
Tomato Plant
Garden Pea Plant
Runner Bean Plant
Potato Plant
Corn Stalk
Cucumber Plant
Squash Plant
Eggplant
Water Chestnut Plant

1.8 lbs. (28.8 oz = 3.6 cups)
1.7 lbs. (27.2 oz = 3.4 cups)
1.5 lbs. (24 oz = 3 cups)
3 lbs. (48 oz = 6 cups)
3 lbs. (48 oz = 6 cups)
16 lbs. (256 oz = 32 cups)
1 lb. (16 oz = 2 cups)
1 lb. (16 oz = 2 cups)
3 lbs. (48 oz = 6 cups)
1.3 lbs. (20.8 oz = 2.6 cups)
3.6 lbs. (57.6 oz = 7.2 cups)
13 lbs. (208 oz = 26 cups)
2 lbs. (32 oz = 4 cups)
0.75 lbs. (12 oz = 1.5 cups)

30
30
25
30
30
20
30
30
30
30
20
20
20
20

108 cups
102 cups
75 cups
180 cups
180 cups
640 cups
60 cups
60 cups
180 cups
78 cups
144 cups
510 cups
80 cups
30 cups
2,427 cups

Bartlett Pear Tree
Gala Apple Tree
Alpine Strawberry Plant
Sweet Cherry Tree
Mulberry Shrub
Redskin Peach Tree
American Raspberry Shrub

56 lbs. (896 oz = 112 cups)
48 lbs. (786 oz. = 96 cups)
0.5 lbs. (8 oz = 1 cup)
50 lbs. (800 oz = 100 cups)
20 lbs. (320 oz = 40 cups)
100 lbs. (1,600 oz = 200 cups)
1.5 lbs. (24 oz = 3 cups)

5
5
40
5
5
5
10

560 cups
480 cups
40 cups
500 cups
200 cups
1000 cups
30 cups
2,810 cups

Flax Plant
Perennial Wheat Plant
Pearl Millet
N/A

100 sq. ft. = 33.3 lbs. (532.8 oz)
100 sq. ft. = 33.3 lbs. (532.8 oz)
100 sq. ft. = 33.3 lbs. (532.8 oz)
N/A

400 sq. ft.
400 sq. ft.
400 sq. ft.
N/A

2,131.20 oz
2,131.20 oz
2,131.20 oz
0 oz
6,393.60 oz

218 Eggs (485 oz)
3.5 lbs. (56 oz)
35 lbs. (560 oz)
45 lbs. (720 oz)

6
20
3
3

8,730 oz
1,120 oz
1,680 oz
2,160 oz
13,690 oz

Vegetables
Dark Green

Red and Orange

Beans & Peas (legumes)
Starchy
Other

Fruits

Grains
Whole Grains

Enriched Grains
Proteins
Meat, Poultry, Eggs

Chicken (Eggs, 63 grams)
Chicken (Meat)
Nuts, Seeds, Soy Products Hazelnut Tree
Burkett Almond Tree

From growbiointensive.org:
Biointensive agriculture includes “double-dug beds, with soil loosened to a
depth of 24 inches, aerate the soil, facilitate root growth, and improve water
retention. The health and vigor of the soil are maintained through the use of
compost. Close plant spacing is used to protect soil microorganisms,
reduce water loss, and maximize yields. Companion planting facilitates the
optimal use of nutrients, light and water, encourages beneficial insects and
creates a vibrant mini-ecosystem within the garden. ... The use of
open-pollinated seeds helps to preserve genetic diversity and enables
gardeners to develop their own acclimatized cultivars. All of the
components of this system must be used together for optimum effect and to
avoid depleting the soil.” (Grow Biointensive: A Sustainable Solution)
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Total Annual Yield

Biointensive Agriculture Locations

biointensive agriculture compared to conventional agriculture:

food
2-6x more
produced

67% - 88% less
water

50%+

reduction in land
needed for productivity

energy, while using a
99% less
fraction of the resources

50% - 100%

less
fertilizer

Statistics gathered from growbiointensive.org (”Grow Biointensive: A Sustainable Solution.”)
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Improving Access
Access points before redesign

Currently, access to the park
from outside (local schools,
neighborhoods and trails) is
limited to a handful (around
six) pedestrian-friendly
entrances. There is a lack of
sidewalks leading into the
park, especially on the south
border, and many cow paths
form unofficial walkways.

access from
surrounding
community

Access points after redesign

access from
surrounding
community via
deteriorated
walkways
access from local
school via
deteriorated
walkways or cow
paths
access from local
school
access from outside
trail
access from creek
entrance

The new plan aims to increase the points of access to informally invite users into the park, while
creating spaces where spontaneous interaction can take place. Manual High School will be better
connected to the park, allowing students more direct access to the park’s many amenities. Additionally,
the creeks within the park will play a larger role in the path organization and park programming.
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Circulation: Walking, Bicycling, Driving

shifting priorities

average operating costs

$10,374 / year

$308 / year

car-focused

pedestrian-focused

$0 / year
(“Pedestrian and Bicycle Information”)
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Gateway to Community Engagement
A major goal of this project is to turn the park to face outward
toward the community, rather than facing inward on itself, and to
invite users into the heart of the park. This is achieved, in part,
with the new pedestrian plazas and the versitility of programming.
The new main pedestrian entrance is one such space, and can be
called an operative landscape. A landscape that can adapt for
multiple uses and purposes now and in the future. This space
creates a fresh face for the park, and has the potential to become
a vital focal point for the surrounding communities.

IMCPL Garfield
Branch Library
“reading forest”
shelter + kiosk
plaza + cafe seating
outdoor movie screen
spray ground/fountain
+ ice skating rink
planter + seating
shelter + kiosk
bicycle shelter
cafe seating +
entry plaza
rain garden
tennis courts

N
0’
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10’ 20’

40’

60’

Potential Programming for the Plaza
outdoor movies

outdoor performances

cafe-style seating

community speaker series

ice skating

outdoor classes

spray ground/fountain

community message board

bicycle hub (storage + repair)

plant ID

community/club meetings

educational signage

outdoor library + reading room

park tour meet-ups

Autumn Movies in the Park
106

Winter Activity

Summer in the Reading Forest
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Vibrant Gateway: Community Plaza
The addition of sidewalks, colorful crosswalks, and tables and
chairs make this barren and unfriendly space come alive - a
logo-style mural welcomes visitors into the west end of the park.
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Vibrant Gateway: Public Art + Walkability
This is one of the major routes that students from Manual High
School enter the park - currently it is dark and hazardous - however,
through public art installations, this space can become a hip gateway
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Bridging the Tracks

Existing Grade

Students from the High School often walk over the tracks to cross into the park. This pedestrian bridge
will create a safe passage for students and help to encourage more visitation to the park facilities.

E.M. High
School

E.M. High
School
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Safe + Convenient Transportation Options

Bus Stops
The three bus stop options range from a
minimum of pre-used stadium seats to a
semi-enclosed shelter and, finally, to a
shelter + kiosk. The kiosk option needs
more space, but can host a local business
or service that could benefit bus riders.
27
Shelby Street

Bike Hub
Bike hubs can be installed at any plaza,
and serve the community by hosting
bicycle safety classes, bicycle repair and
maintenance workshops, and community
bicycle rides. The hub includes a message
board, instructional signage, trail maps,
and bicycle storage. Additionally, the
structure includes a gabion wall and green
roof.
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Raymond Street Greening

4’
grass strip
5’
sidewalk

12’
driving
lane

12’
driving
lane

3-11’
concrete
median

12’
driving
lane

12’
driving
lane

5’
sidewalk
4’
grass strip

Raymond Street - Current

9’
sidewalk

10’
rain
garden

11’
driving
lane

11’
driving
lane

4-11’
planted
median

11’
driving
lane

11’
driving
lane

10’
rain
garden

9’
sidewalk

Raymond Street - Proposed

Curb Options

perforated
pre-cast curbs

pre-fabricated
curb inserts

curb cut

There are several alternatives for
installing curbs that allow runoff to
drain into the streetside rain gardens.
This version has a slightly lower
maintenance requirement, therefore it
is the option recommended for this
project.

high
moderate
low
sediment capture traffic level

maintenance

(Images: LID: Low Impact Development 36)
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113
11’
driving
lane
11’
driving
lane

11’
driving
lane

11’
driving
lane

4’
grass
strip
5’
sidewalk

11’
driving
lane

11’
driving
lane

8’ parking
/rain garden

the number
of cyclists on
the road

2’ curb
12’
protected
bike lane
4’
grass
strip
5’
sidewalk

5’
sidewalk
4’
grass
strip

2.5 x

5’
sidewalk
4’
grass
strip

Shelby Street Diet
protected bike lanes vs. shared lanes

28%
less injuries

(Lusk “Risk of Injury”)

Farmers Markets, Festivals, + Concerts
A winter market and hot cocoa liven up the sledding hill at the corner
of Raymond St and Garfield Park Dr

With additional venues sprinkled throughout
the park + around the fringe, events of all
sizes can be hosted - from mini concerts in a
corner plaza or small theatre productions to
large-scale art fairs, local music festivals,
and independent movie screenings

Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra
on the MacAllister Amphitheatre
stage (Harvey)

MacAllister Amphiteatre
north entry plaza
+ amphitheatre seating

Annual Chalk Art Festival

main entry plaza
athletic field

amphiteatre seating
at Bean Creek

“America We Remember”
concert + fireworks for
the 4th of July
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Small-Scale Entertainment - Operative Landscape
dance performances

fashion shows

shakespeare in the park

speeches

bands + musicians
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Preservation + Restoration

These brick and limestone columns
adorned the historic entry points to the
park, for pedestrian, carriage, and later
trolley access. Many have deteriorated
to the point of non-existance, while
others remain at least somewhat intact.
The columns that are located at the
south-west corner of the park, along
with the concrete steps, will be
reconstructed and integrated into the
pedestrian plaza located here. The
columns that are further east along
Southern Avenue will be repaired and
restored for historic preservation
purposes. The historic trolley station,
currently in process of restoration, will
also be incorporated into the plaza with
signage detailing the history of the
structure.
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Preservation + Restoration

A new series of pathways will circle
the war memorial located near the
MacAllister Amphitheatre. Rings of
gardens including native plantings
will encircle the monument, aiding in
bringing out the beauty and
tranquility of the space.
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Emergency Services = Safety

2’

Access to emergency
services is universal with
these emergency stations,
positioned at most plazas
and structures throughout
the park and fringe. The
stations reflect the historic
brick entry columns located
along Southern Avenue.
embedded ligthts illuminate the
pre-cast concrete ball to help
with emergency station location
panel is illuminated to see easily
at nighttime

6’

english and spanish languages
push button connects user directly
to emergency services (911)
LCD screen lights up when in use
panel is recessed into brick column
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Physical Fitness... For Free
The plaza located at the south-west corner of the park
will house an outdoor fitness area, with
resistance-powered exercise equipment - free to all park
users. Studies show that providing outdoor equipment
increases the frequency with which people engage in
physical activity.

a study in Los
Angeles Parks
found that people
exercised

46%

more frequently when using
outdoor fitness equipment
(“Active Living Research”)
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Waterways: Amenity + Resource
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Stream Health

100-year storm
10-year storm
normal level

Bank Stabilization
The banks of Bean and Pleasant Run Creeks are badly eroded. Gabion basket walls and plantings
such as river birch and red twig dogwood along the edges can help to stabilize the creek banks,
slowing the scouring and erosion that has taken place. The gabions can also serve to allow
pedestrian access down to the creek for a more interactive experience. The creek beds need to be
cleaned of garbage and plantings such as sedges will encourage water filtration and habitat renewal.
suggested plants :
Carex blanda
(Eastern
woodland sedge)

Andropogon virginicus
(Broomsedge bluestem)

Betula nigra
(River birch)

Spirea alba
(White meadowsweet)

Tripsacum
dactyloides
(Eastern
gamagrass)

Cephalanthus occidentalis
(Common buttonbush)

Cornus racemosa
(Grey dogwood)

Panicum
virgatum
(Switchgrass)

Chasmanthium latifolium
(Inland sea oats)

Cornus sericea
(Red twig
dogwood)

[Bossart, Anne. Lady Bird Johnson Wildflower Center.]
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Water as Resource + Amenity

Active Stream Bank
Amphitheatre-style seating at the creek edge allows for users to become spectators for the wildlife
and natural processes of the stream. In addition, there is room for small performances to take place
with the restored and beautiful creek as a backdrop.

Educational Signage
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A New Drainage System

Currently, the combined sewer overflows (CSOs) drain
directly into the creeks via galvaized pipes. The water
washes out of the pipes and down the stream bank, scouring the edges and polluting the creeks.
The new system would allow the initial runoff to flow into a
bioretention area, or rain garden, where it will be allowed to
filter down slowly into the creek. This would be the top tier
of a three-tier filtration system. Overflow from this area
would go into a second bioretention area, where the slowed
filtration can take place. Any overflow remaining would be
drained off into the creek - at a much slower rate than the
current system drains.
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Perforated Pipe (if needed)

Prepared soil mixture (if needed):
50-60% sandy soil
20-30% compost
20-30% topsoil

Ponding zone (low area) allows
water to collect and pollutants/organic matter to settle and
accumulate. Needs to be cleared
out in the spring.

Native Plants that are better suited
to drier conditions along the
higher edges

Native Plants that can survive in
both wet and dry conditions
planted in the low area

Streetside rain gardens divide the on-street parking and collect runoff from the street and sidewalks. This natural fitration system
provides an aesthetically pleasing atmosphere for Shelby Street and its users.

Gravel resevoir of at least 4” to
store water until it infiltrates into
the surrounding earth

Root zone of at least 8” for nutrient
uptake, water filtration and
microbial activity

Overflow structure (if needed)

Streetside Rain Garden / Bioswale

Planting Guidelines

Street-Side Rain Garden
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Garfield Park has the potential to become
a vital part of the social and cultural life of
Indianapolis, and a model for how the parks

CHAPTER
SIX

+ RECOMMENDATIONS

CONCLUSIONS

CONCLUSIONS + RECOMMENDATIONS

within the Indianapolis park system can be
re-envisioned and transformed to benefit the
communities that surround them. The proposed
design for the Garfield Park fringe establishes
desired future design characteristics, aesthetic
characteristics, spatial patterns and dimensions
for a re-designed community/park interface as well
as preferred activities and program elements that
can mutually benefit and synergistically enhance
the performance and purposes of the adjacent
community and the park facility. This was achieved,

in part, through a in-depth exploration of key concepts such as safe streets, spatial
porosity, landscape identity, and operative landscapes. The site was inventoried and
analyzed, bringing to light the most appropriate locations for interventions along the
edges and within the park.
The master plan and site design illustrate how connections can be made with
the surrounding community, and how these nodes can be programmed to effectively
stimulate activity. By narrowing Shelby Street and adding pedestrian crossings and
protected bicycle lanes, traffic can be slowed for increased safety and alternative
transportation options. The new bus shelter at the southeast corner of the park allows
for not only a comfortable place to wait for the bus, but also a safe place for bicycle
storage and a new way of viewing the popular tennis courts. Kiosks and shelters at
pedestrian plazas provide opportunities for user services to enter the park boundaries
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and potential for local business partnerships to take place.
The community farm on Raymond Street and small nodes of food production
at other locations around the edges allow for land that is currently unused to become
productive and active. Small venues for entertainment can be self-contained, or serve
to spur larger, park-wide festivals and events. Connectivity with local schools and
neighborhoods has been enhanced through the addition of pedestrian crossings, street
murals, and locations for outdoor learning. Signage enhances these spaces through
education about the park history and the natural environment. These signs assist with
wayfinding, so that park users are aware of what amenities the area has to offer and
how they can reach them.
The fringe area, the edges of the park, have been activated to give current and
future residents opportunites for enjoying outdoor social space, while inviting them
into the interior of the park. These spaces enhance the likelihood of spontaneous
interactions that are vital to a healthy social atmosphere. By creating engaging, safe,
comfortable, and active edges, Garfield Park can become a social and cultural hub for
the near-southeast neighborhoods of Indianapolis. The park facility iteself can become
a vital heart of activity and productivity for the area, while while attracting users from all
over the city. The exisitng amenities within the park can benefit from these interventions
through increased awareness and use. Through this project, Garfield Park can become
a model for future park redesign within the Indianapolis park system as it applies to the
encouragement of revitalization goals for the parks and their surrounding communities.
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APPNDX
APPENDIX A
US Census 2010 -2013
Data Summaries
Sources: USA City Facts, American
Fact Finder
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Total Population: 38,950
White: 30,053
Black or African American: 4, 754
Asian: 179
Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific
		
Islander: 29
Hispanic: 4,026
Total Households: 14,870
Family Households: 9,207
		
With own children under 18
			years: 4,285
Husband-Wife Family: 4,875
Male householder, no wife present: 1,247
Female householder, no husband
		present: 1,867
Nonfamily households: 5,663
		
Householder living alone: 4,271
			Male: 2,151
			
65 years and over: 403
			Female: 2,120
			
65 years and over: 855
Average household size: 2.59
Average family size: 3.17
Total housing units: 17,688
Occupied housing units: 14,870
		Owner-occupied: 8,300
		Renter-occupied: 6,570
Vacant housing units: 2,818
Median Age: 34.1 years
Educational Attainment: Percent High School
Graduate or Higher: 71%
Median Household Income: $30,481
Individuals Below the Poverty Level: 31.3%
Veterans: 2,635
Economy:
•The breakdown for commute times in 46203 is
63.3% under 25 minutes, 27.9% 25-45 minutes,
and 8.8% above 45 minutes
•The 46203 unemployment rate was 10.3%, as of
the last census. This is higher than the national
average of 7.9%
•The median worker income in 46203 is $22,269
•The poverty rate for 46203 is 22.6%
•46203 workers work 38 hours per week on
average.
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APPENDIX B
Pleasant Run Watershed Map (State of Indiana Geographical Information Office)

Pleasant Run Watershed
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This map is intended to serve as an aid in graphic representation
only. This information is not warranted for accuracy or other purposes.
Mapped By:
Ernest L. Johnson III, Office of Water Quality
Date:08/24/2010

Sources:
Data - Obtained from the State of Indiana Geographical
Information Office Library
Map Projection: UTM Zone 16 N Map Datum: NAD83
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Appendix C
Informal Interviews
This study will augment its methods for community and parkland planning,
redevelopment and re-design decision-making using a limited number of informal
interviews. A small and limited sampling of potential community members, park users,
park administrators and staff, local government officials, and private-sector planning
and design professionals familiar with this community and park will be interviewed. The
individuals interviewed will only be asked pre-determined open-ended questions.
The interview questions focus on discovering ideal cooperative community and park
redesign/redevelopment opportunities. The questions will endeavor to establish
changes and improvements that would benefit both the private and public realms as
they form stronger partnerships in the future. The questions will also request opinions
regarding desired future design characteristics, aesthetic characteristics, spatial
patterns and dimensions for a re-designed community/park interface. Questions will also
request opinions about preferred activities and program elements that would mutually
benefit and synergistically enhance the performance and purposes of the adjacent
community and the park facility. These interviews will request no personal information
from the interviewees.
The statements from the interviews will be recorded and summarized in a personal
journal, with no listing of the individuals’ names or contact information. The sole purpose
of these informal interviews is to provide this project with a broader base of opinions
and considerations with which to re-design the adjacent community and the park. The
questions will assist this author in confirming successful community/park redevelopment
and re-design principles already found in the existing body of literature; while also
identifying principles and considerations that have not yet been addressed in current
literature. The interview records from this CRPRJ project will not be used as analytical
data.
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Informal Interview Questions Asked of Community Members
I would like to thank you for taking the time to answer a few questions about Garfield
Park and the surrounding community. These questions will assist me as I attempt to
discover ideal cooperative community and park redesign/redevelopment opportunities
to include in my creative project/masters thesis. My goal is to establish changes and
improvements that would benefit both the private and public realms as they form
stronger partnerships in the future. Don’t worry if you can’t answer all of the questions,
any information and opinions provided is greatly appreciated. All information provided
will be held confidential and will be used only to inform potential design alternatives for
inclusion in a Masters Thesis/Creative Project at Ball State University.
Please provide your opinions/thoughts on the following:
Are there spaces along the edge of the park that you believe should be preserved in the
current condition, or restored to a past condition?
Are there specific safety issues in the areas surrounding the edge of the park (along
Shelby Street, Southern Avenue, Garfield Park Drive) that you feel need to be
addressed?
If an opportunity for increased commercial activity along the edges of the park was to
present itself, what types of commercial activity would you like to see spring up?
Do you feel that the edge of the park, the one that people see when passing by, invites
people in? If so, what is it about the edge that makes you feel this way? If not, what do
you feel could improve the edge of the park to cause it to become more inviting?
In your interactions with community members or park visitors, what has stood out as a)
the best feature of the park and b) the thing that the park most lacks?
What are the most important and valuable businesses surrounding Garfield Park?
Would it be beneficial to have space that people can sit and gather along the edges of
the park? Are there places that already encourage this?
Do you think that the park is easily accessed by the neighborhoods that border it? If so,
why do you think this is the case? If not, what is causing the inaccessibility?
A new café, The Garfield Eatery opened in August of this year. What are the positive
aspects of having this sort of business near the park? Would the park and community
benefit from more businesses such as this one?
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Would you consider this area a food desert? (A food desert is a geographic area where
affordable and nutritious food is difficult to obtain, particularly for those without access to
an automobile.)
Garfield Park has a long and varied history. Do you think the history is visible in the park
today?
Is there anything that I have missed in these questions that you would like to share that
you feel has relevance to any redesign of Garfield Park’s edges and the edges of the
community that surrounds it?
Again, I would like to extend my sincere thanks for your time and input. It is important
to me to receive the opinions of the community when I consider any changes to what is
already a wonderful Indianapolis asset.
Sincerely,
Kristopher May
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